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	Date: September 24, 2019 [4:00 PM]
	Media_Release_Text_1: Sheriff’s Office Seeks the Community’s Assistance Identifying Suspects Involved in Motor Vehicle Theft / Fraud Case On August 16, 2019, deputies responded to a report of a motor vehicle theft that occurred overnight in the 10,100 block of Everglades Dr.   At approximately 12:20 PM, the victim was notified by their bank of several fraudulent charges on their credit cards, which were stolen along with the vehicle. Suspects were captured on surveillance video making fraudulent purchases at the Walmart located at 3201 East Platte Avenue.  The suspects also attempted to make additional purchases from the King Soopers at 815 Cheyenne Meadows Road and Safeway at 1920 South Nevada Avenue.On August 20, 2019, the stolen vehicle was recovered but the suspects were not with the vehicle at the time of recovery.  The Sheriff’s Office is looking for three suspects in connection with the motor vehicle theft and subsequent fraud. The first suspect is approximately 30 years of age, Hispanic male, dark hair, dark facial hair, last seen wearing a white shirt, tan pants and black shoes. The second suspect is approximately 20 years of age, female, long purple hair, tattoo on right back and shoulder, last seen wearing sunglasses, black shirt and printed shorts. The third suspect is approximately 30 years of age, Hispanic male, dark facial hair, partial sleeve tattoos on right hand and forearm, last seen wearing a camouflage hat, sunglasses, black shirt, jeans and tan boots. The fourth suspect is an unknown age female, blonde hair, last seen wearing black hat, black long sleeve shirt, shorts, and black and white shoes. Surveillance photos are attached to this media release.  If you can identify the suspects or know of their whereabouts, please contact Detective Robert Sirois via email RobertSirois@elpasoco.com  or 719-520-7025. 
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